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Rethinking tourism, at this year's UN World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO) call, in the light of the extraordinary 
events that have befallen us in recent years, the role and 
task of the Ministry of Tourism remains as constant as 
ever - to work to strengthen the image of Bulgaria as a 
safe and peaceful destination that offers its guests quality 
and sustainable tourist products. Aiming to develop 
and improve policies in the promotion of all types of 
tourism, the direction is universal, but the rich palette of 
possibilities is what will bring us to the fore.

Along with the traditional sub-sectors - sea and 
winter tourism, it is extremely important for us to use 
the entire, unsuspected for many, potential of Bulgaria 
as destination. The potential of cultural tourism - as a 
country in third place in Europe for cultural and historical 
artifacts after Italy and Greece; of health tourism - as 
a country in second place in terms of the number and 
wealth of mineral springs and a unique healing climate, 
known since ancient times for the royal courts; of wine 
and culinary tourism - with the richness of our natural 

resources and preserved ancient traditions, as well as the 
potential of other less popular and attractive directions 
for development - such as alternative and adventure 
tourism, for example.

The current global situation has faced our tourism 
sector with new challenges that we must overcome and 
come out of the crisis stronger, more sustainable and 
more competitive.

After the significant drop in tourist demand and a 
period of restrictions imposed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, however, we had the opportunity to show our 
guests that we are a safe and secure destination and we 
are grateful that our tourists have once again voted for us. 
For the period January - August 2022, the total number of 
registrations of tourists in the accommodation facilities 
is close to 5.5 million, increasing by 29% compared to the 
same period of 2021. The main part of the registrations 
are of Bulgarians - over 3.1 million and a growth of 
nearly 13% compared to the same period of 2021. The 
registrations of foreign tourists are over 2.3 million for the 

Rethinking Tourism:

CRISIS OR OPPORTUNITY -
THE CHOICE IS IN OUR HANDS
Bulgaria has almost caught up with the declines from the pandemic 
years and is taking serious steps towards digitizing tourism

What is the Ministry of Tourism policy regarding attracting tourists to 
Bulgaria and recognizing it as a year-round destination?
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first 8 months of 2022, and they show an increase by 60% 
compared to the same period of 2021. The overall level of 
recovery of tourism for the period January-August 2022 
according to the main indicators is within 88% - 91%, 
assuming that the same period before the pandemic is 
taken as 100%. Domestic tourism has fully recovered, 
which is even above the pre-pandemic level. The recovery 
level of inbound tourism is around 73% – 74% of the pre-
pandemic period. Revenues from overnight stays without 
meals and additional tourist services increased by 53.2% 
compared to the same period of 2021 and amounted to 
over BGN 1.3 billion for the first 8 months of 2022.

To attract tourists from new prospective markets, 
actions were taken at the diplomatic level - maintaining 
good relations and holding meetings with representations 
of other countries and interested parties. The retention 
of the existing as well as the development of new target 
markets is extremely closely related to the possibilities for 
the movement of tourists. In this sense, simultaneously 
with marketing and advertising actions, our efforts are 
aimed at improving the transport connectivity of Bulgaria, 
interaction with airlines to ensure a sufficient number of 
flights from each destination at affordable prices, inter-
institutional interaction regarding the visa policy of 
Bulgaria and the rules for entry of tourists to our country, 
at any level at which support for the tourism sector can 
be worked on. The statistics show that our expectations 
for the number of flights at the beginning of the summer 
were far exceeded by the actual figures.

We emphasize the green mission of Bulgarian health 
tourism in order to direct our attention to the role of 
the Bulgarian clima-therapeutic and balneo-climate-
therapeutic resorts in improving the health status of the 
population, especially after the two years of the pandemic.

We report significant progress in the joint work with 
the German health funds, which allows German citizens 
to be treated in Bulgaria. We continuously work in this 
direction - through contacts with businesses, promotion 

of destinations, as well as a number of meetings at the 
political and expert level.

Common actions have been taken to popularize the 
Bulgaria brand and create a single digital travel guide 
of Bulgaria destination together with the Ministries of 
Agriculture and Culture, as well as with other institutions 
of public importance.

Work is being done to improve the awareness of 
the industry – the Ministry of Tourism has resumed the 
publication of an information bulletin, richly illustrated 
and with a much more modern vision, with the help of 
which it reflects the work of the Ministry and informs 
about the possibilities for financing through European 
funds, for participation in exhibitions and much more 
other events.

Actions continue to create a model of a Guarantee 
Fund to ensure the liability of tour operators and travel 
agents.

A draft of the Regulations for the creation, marking 
and maintenance of pedestrian routes and mountain bike 
routes has been prepared and published for preliminary 
consultations. A project of the National Bicycle Plan has 
also been developed, with which we hope to give a boost 
to bicycle tourism and attract more lovers of nature and 
mountains.

All these actions are in support of the specialized 
forms of tourism, which enable us to respond to the 
current trends in the demand for products and services in 
the field of sustainable tourism.

Therefore, if we summarize, as a result of the 
persistence in the efforts of the Ministry of Tourism 
to promote the Bulgaria brand, our country is actually 
perceived by tourists from our target markets as a year-
round tourist destination with a healthy climate with a 
healing effect, mineral springs, balneo opportunities and 
SPA tourism, Slow tourism in combination with summer, 
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winter tourism, wine and gourmet, eco and adventure, 
event, urban and many others. This, in practice, provides 
our country with the image of a year-round destination.

The crisis years of 2020, 2021 and 2022 for the 
global economy have forced strategically important and 
unprecedented decisions in the competition between 
destinations around the world, facing the challenges of 
their own ingenuity and adaptability. The COVID epidemic 
was followed by the war in Ukraine. In particular, in 
the marketing strategy of Bulgaria destination, this 
necessitated the redirection of planned advertising 
activities from these markets. The incomparably high 
advertising budgets of major tourist destinations, incl. 
direct competitors of our country, contribute to the 
undoubtedly complex and not particularly favourable 
competitive environment in which Bulgaria is located. 
These circumstances require us all to encourage the 
creation of quality advertising content that is targeted 
and communicated effectively and in a timely manner.

The opportunities for tourism in Bulgaria are diverse 
and for us a more organized and systematic approach 
to the promotion of the destination is important and 
significant. It is important to follow new global trends 
that reflect new expectations for tourist experiences, 
including digitization, personalization, uniqueness and 
environmental sustainability of the products offered.

In this sense, it is necessary to talk about an adaptive 
upgrade of the national tourism advertising strategy with 
communication activities in the internal and external 
target markets against set results, committed to 
economic, social and environmental sustainability goals, 
among which increasing the share of domestic tourism, 
expanding of tourist activity throughout the year, positive 
impact of tourism on the population in individual regions 
and environmental protection, or in other words - for a 
responsible restoration of the tourism sector.

Advertising in the online space is an invariable 

communication channel of the marketing mix, which 
contributes to the successful promotion of the destination 
on the internal and external target markets.

The strategy for tourism advertising on the domestic 
and foreign markets envisages not just the application 
of a cross-media approach, but the integration of 
various communication channels, among which the 
participation of the Ministry of Tourism at exhibitions, 
events, forums, campaign broadcasting of television 
clips on various topics, combined with online advertising 
in digital channels and social media profiles. To attract 
tourists from new promising markets, actions are taken 
at the diplomatic level - by maintaining good relations 
and holding meetings with representations of other 
countries and interested parties. We must not forget that 
the retention of the existing as well as the development 
of new target markets is extremely closely related to 
the possibilities for the movement of tourists. In this 
sense, simultaneously with marketing and advertising 
actions, our efforts are aimed at improving the transport 
connectivity of Bulgaria, interaction with airlines to ensure 
a sufficient number of flights from each destination at 
affordable prices, inter-institutional interaction regarding 
the visa policy of Bulgaria and the rules for entry of 
tourists into our country, at any level at which support for 
the tourism sector can be worked on.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that in the 
Ministry of Tourism we are doing our best to help the 
sector, to prepare the necessary legal frameworks and 
to implement the crisis policies that require decisive 
measures, despite the extraordinary events that the 
year 2022 has brought us, to bring the modern tourism 
to a new level and to establish the Bulgaria brand as a 
synonym for security, diversity of the tourist product and 
a unique experience throughout the year.

We perceive crises and challenges as opportunities 
and new paths for development, because crisis or 
opportunity - the choice is in our hands.
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“This is the biggest and the most-beautiful city of all cities. Its sparkling beauty 
can be seen from a distance and a very big river flows near it.”

Lucian of Samosata, II century

These are the words that Lucian of Samosata used to praise an enchanting and 
magnificent ancient city – 

PLOVDIV
This year, the oldest living city in Europe and one of the oldest cities in the world has 

ranked fourth in top five of the Best European Destination competition, competing with 19 
world famous destinations. The Best European Destination is a chart of specially selected 
European cities with rich cultural and historical heritage, sustainability and quality of life, 
which is organized by Europe’s leading tourism website - EuropeanBestDestinations.com 
and the tourists from other countries ranked Plovdiv first in three categories:

THE BEST ROMANTIC DESTINATION
If you want to impress your loved one with an interesting place for a date, you should 

visit the following romantic places around the ancient city:

The Three Hills. Take a walk along the picturesque streets of the Old Plovdiv 
Architectural and Historical Reserve, which is a cultural phenomenon that has been formed 
for centuries. The romantic walk past the magnificent houses from the Bulgarian National 
Revival located in the Old Town will take you back in time. And a drink on the top of one of 
the three hills will be a wonderful way to finish this journey to the past.

Plovdiv takes pride in its Rowing Canal, which is not only the biggest sports facility of 
its kind on the Balkan peninsula but is also one of the emblematic locations for couples in 
love. If you ask the citizens of Plovdiv where they usually hide in the hot summer evenings 
or where they prefer to “lock” their love, they will reply to you without any hesitation – the 
Rowing Canal, the Bridge with the padlocks, where they enjoy the most romantic sunrises 
and sunsets. 

Kapana is another preferred place for dating. Many couples choose to spend time 
together in the cozy cafés, the modern pubs and bars or just to walk around the cobbled 
streets in order to discover one of the treasures of this artistic quarter. 

Treat yourself to a wonderful experience in Tsar Simeon’s Garden! Created by Lucien 
Chevallaz – a Swiss gardener, also known by the nickname the Minister of flowers. Located 
in the very heart of the city, it has been one of the emblematic places visited by couples in 
love since its establishment in 1892.

Photos: Dimitra LefterovaClock Tower

Plovdiv Municipality
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THE BEST WINE DESTINATION  
Plovdiv and its region are a real heaven for every wine 

lover. The valley of the Maritsa river is the place where 
the best wine producers grew their varieties of grapes 
5 000 years ago and the production was praised by many 
historians in the Antiquity. Excellent varieties of grapes are 
grown in Plovdiv and the region, such as: Mavrud, Rubin, 
Plovdiv Malaga, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot noir, 
Sauvignon blanc, Semillon, Chardonnay, Aligoté and others.  

The city is a preferred destination and an ideal starting 
point for many exciting tours dedicated to wine and authentic 
cuisine. No matter what you will choose – gourmet cuisine 
or homemade food, it will definitely involve a long wine list 
from the largest wine region of the country. 

In addition to its history and culture, Plovdiv is becoming 
more and more popular with its culinary festivals, which turn 
the city into a food and wine stage. A number of leading events 
are annually held in the city, such as Vinaria International 
Exhibition of Vine-growing and Wine Producing, Wine and 
Gourmet (May), the International Mavrud Day (October) and 
the Young Wine Festival (November).

THE BEST CULTURAL DESTINATION 
Plovdiv is the city in which the millennial history, art and 

heritage live in harmony. Being the major cultural centre 
in Bulgaria, Plovdiv hosts numerous cultural events and 
festivals of national and international importance and also 
serves as a centre for cultural exchange. 

In 2019, Plovdiv was deservedly granted the title 
“European Capital of Culture”. This is the city that will take 
you back in time so that you can come in contact with the 
imposing monuments from the Antiquity – the 1st century 
theatre, the Roman Stadium dating back to the II century, 
the Ancient Forum with Odeon and many others. 

The city which keeps its landmarks of global importance 
– valuable specimens of the Roman mosaic heritage 
exhibited in the Bishop’s Basilica of Philippopolis (IV-VI 
century), the Small Early-Christian Basilica (IV-VI century) 
and many other locations around the city. 

The city whose heart beats with the spirit of the National 
Revival with its magic Old Town where you can see beautiful 
and lavishly ornamented houses dating back to this period.  

www.visitplovdiv.com

Hisar Kapiya Tsar Simeon’s Garden Ancient Theatre

Ancient and eternal, artistic and modern, cosmopolitan and romantic – this city is absolutely captivating and full of life. 
Plovdiv is the place where there is always something to discover and each journey to this city  

feels like the first time you have visited it! 
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A city with rich history. A city with prospective 
present. A city with a future. Stara Zagora is not just 
lindens, poets, straight streets and smiling young 
people. Stara Zagora is for you. Visit it!

Stara Zagora –
 8 thousand years of history, 
  (the first) 8 reasons to visit it

2. Museums and galleries
The eight-thousand-year history of Stara Zagora has been gathered and displayed in one of the 

oldest museums in Bulgaria and one of the biggest in Europe – the Regional History Museum. It has 
about 100 000 units of moveable cultural objects dating back to Prehistory. 
It also giverns the Neolithic Dwellings Museum, the Ancient Forum Complex, City Lifestyle in XIX 
century Museum House, the museum sites called the Crafts in Stara Zagora in the late XIX and the 

early XX century, the Hilendar 
Convent and the Late-antiquity 
mosaics from a private Roman 
home, IV century. 
Stara Zagora also has a unique 
Museum of religions. It is a cult 
place worshipped as a sacred 
place during different periods 
in history. The beauty of the 
written word is preserved 
at the Literary Stara Zagora 
Museum and Geo Milev 
Museum House. The city art 
gallery has a collection of over 
4000 works of art divided into 
six sections. 

3. The State Opera
Stara Zagora is a city with long 
music traditions initiated by 
Caval Music Society. On 1st 
July 1925, the curtain was lifted 
for the first opera performance 
in Stara Zagora called Gergana 
by master Atanasov. Today, 
the Opera has a rich modern 
repertoire recognized as being 
top-class on a global level. 

1. Zoo In the heart of the most beautiful 
natural park of the city is the Zoo, which 
is a combination of modern looks and 
areas for recreation, entertainment, 
research activities and a rescue centre 
as well. Over 50 animal houses are 
placed along the beautiful lanes of the 
Zoo. They house about 400 animals 
from almost all continents. The Zoo, 
covering an area of 70 daa, has been a 
city landmark since 1957. 
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4. Geo Milev Drama Theatre
The drama theatre is an inseparable part of the cultural 

heritage and traditions of Stara Zagora and has become one of the 
city’s spiritual landmarks holding an important place in the history 
of the Bulgarian dramatic art. 

5. The State Puppet Theatre
More than 300 plays for both children and adults written by 

Bulgarian and foreign authors have been performed on the stage 
of the Puppet Theatre. It has its own building, 2 stages – a main 
stage and a summer stage as well as workshops, which allows 
it to plan its activity effectively. There are dancing dolls in the 
extremely attractive clock on its facade. It hosts the PIERROT 
International Puppet Theatre Festival for Adults – awarded with a 
European label of importance EFFE.

6. Sport
The extreme sports lovers have a new Skatepark located on 

a total area of 2 daa. The sports facilities and bases in the city 
contribute to its busy sports calendar and the hosting of numerous 
international and national tournaments. 

7. Parks and places for recreation
Almost all park areas in the city have been renovated. The 

city has over 10 park areas, which offer excellent conditions for 
recreation and various activities but also serve as a stage of various 
youth and sports events. During the warmer months, interesting 
hiking tourist routes are organized in the city surroundings. 

8. A place for culture and tourism
Stara Zagora hosts dozens of festivals and thematic events. 

The concept of offering something for everyone is the concept on 
the grounds of which the International Jazz Forum, the Golden 
Linden International Film Festival for new European cinema, 
Bogorodichna stapka National Thracian Folklore Fair, BeerFest 
and many others have been organized. 

The completely renovated Summer Theatre is a stage for big 
concerts in the open located amid the greenery of Metropolitan  
Metodiy Kusev park. The history of the city of poets, lindens and 
straight streets is told through thematic weekend routes and the 
newly-found artefacts in Zelen klin park are an indication of the 
future establishment of a new museum site in the open. 

TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER 
27 Ruski Blvd., Stara Zagora 6000

+359 42 627 098
office@visitstarazagora.bg
www.visitstarazagora.bg

Working time: Monday - Friday: 09:00–18:00
Saturday - Sunday: 9.30-13:00 and 13:30-18:00





Welcome to Bulgaria!
What could be better than being welcomed and given a bunch of geraniums surrounded by people smiling at you 

warmly. Our people loves its guests from near and far and gives them the treasure of its lands as presents – fresh fruit and 
vegetables, warm banitsa and small round loaves, yoghurt and wine, rich desserts.  

Bulgaria is a small country in which one can enjoy their holiday all the year round. Whether it is the seaside or the 
mountains, a picturesque mountain village or in one of the famous SPA resorts, the opportunities are plenty. There is 
something for everyone – in summer and winter, autumn and spring, wonderful, unique nature, hospitable hosts.  
Festivals, folklore, extreme sports, historical and architectural landmarks, culinary and wine tours, attractions, all of  
which will make your holiday unforgettable. 

And, maybe, you would want to hear the famous chimes chasing away 
the “evil spirits” or feel the smell of the glowing embers on which the 
fire-dancers are walking.

And the smell of rose – you can only feel it during the 
rose-picking season in the Rose Valley and nowhere else. 

THE BULGARIAN BLACK SEA COAST – 
FROM DURANKULAK TO REZOVO

Plenty of sunshine, soft sand and warm 
water, delicious food and a wide variety of 
opportunities for accommodation are among 
the main advantages of the Bulgarian Black 
Sea resorts. 

Some of our most beautiful resorts are 
located in the region of Varna: Albena, 
Zlatni pyasatsi, St. St. Constantine and 
Helena, Kavarna, Balchik.  

Zlatni pyasatsi is the biggest resort 
along the norther Black Sea coast with 
one of the cleanest coastlines. The tourist 
season in Albena starts in May and ends on 
October and the resort offers mineral water 
springs whose water has a temperature of 
about 30°C as well as several SPA centres. 

Balchik offers various opportunities for 
accommodation – hotels, villas, guest houses and 
others. Some of the landmarks to be seen are the Balchik 
Palace, the palace complex and the botanical garden. Some 
of the best golf courses in Bulgaria can be found on the land 
stretching between Balchik and Kavarna. Further north are the 
Yaylata reserve, Bolata – one of the 10 most beautiful bays in the world, 
Kaliakra cape and Durankulak lake.  
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St. St. Constantine and Helena resort complex is the oldest Bulgarian Black Sea resorts which has 7 hot mineral 
springs. Along with the modern hotels, villas and holiday houses offering accommodation, numerous swimming pools 
and mineral water facilities are open in the resort throughout the year. 

In the district of Burgas you can find some of the most preferred resorts for seaside tourism such as Obzor, Elenite, 
Slanchev bryag, Nesebar, Pomorie, Sozopol, Dyuni, Primorsko, Kiten, Lozenets, Tsarevo, Ahtopol and others. 

Slanchev bryag is the largest and most popular seaside resort in Bulgaria. With its developed infrastructure, it has 
undoubtedly become a top destination for those seeking a summer holiday, active nightlife, attractions and entertainment. 

Nesebar is an ancient town with rich history and preserved valuable archeological and historical monuments, located 
in close proximity to Slanchev bryag. The old town distinguishes itself with its romantic atmosphere: narrow cobbled 
streets, small squares, two-storey houses with stone ground levels and wooden upper floors soaring above the streets 
and the external staircase. 

Pomorie is famous for the healing properties of its mud acquired during the 
salt production in Pomorie lake as well as its mineral water.  

Obzor is a peaceful town offering various types of 
accommodation, ranging from big and luxurious hotels to 

small family hotels and rented flats. 
Elenite holiday village is located in a bay with a 

large beach and green meadows, on the southern 
slope of the easternmost part of the Balkan 

Mountain. 
Sveti Vlas is one of the fast developing 

reports. There are plenty of places of 
accommodation from different categories 
and prices and one of its symbols is Marina 
Dinevi port, which has a capacity of 300 
yachts and offers excellent conditions. 

Sozopol is located in a picturesque bay 
on the southern Bulgarian Black Sea coast, 
about 35 km to the south of Burgas and is 
one of the oldest Bulgarian coastal towns. 

Whether you choose Primorsko, Kiten, 
Lozenets, Tsarevo, Ahtopol, Sinemorets – 

everyone can find the right place for their 
holiday in one of the numerous hotels, guest 

houses and camping sites. 

A WINTER FAIRY TALE IN THE MOUNTAIN
The winter resorts of Bulgaria enchant the tourists 

with their beauty, magnificent nature and excellent 
conditions for practising winter sports. This is a real heaven for 

skiers, snowboarders, extreme winter sports lovers and also for 
those who love beautiful mountains, fresh air and breathtaking views. 
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Bansko, Borovets, Pamporovo, Dobrinishte, Chepelare offer perfect conditions for winter tourism.

Bansko has 75 km of ski tracks, a cable car with a capacity of 8 persons per cabin, one 6-seat lift and ten ski tows. There 
are also a lot of places of interest and museums in the town and the cozy restaurants and café will serve you the famous 
Bansko specialties. 

Dobrinishte offers a combination of a ski resort, numerous mineral water springs and beautiful nature and is also the 
starting point of many hiking routes in Pirin mountain. 

Pamporovo and Borovets are two of the most visited ski resorts.
In addition to being a place for practising winter sports, Pamporovo is also becoming popular as a destination for 

climatotherapy, recovery and strengthening of the immune system, in harmony with the natural resources available. The 
guests of the resort may be involved in a wide variety of activities such as hiking and cycling tours and also some of the 
offered attractions. 

Chepelare is famous for its 7 marked ski tracks and 5 ski routes located in the foot of Mechi chal peak. The village of 
Shiroka laka is about 25 km from Chepelare. The village is known for the beautiful houses from the Bulgarian National 
Revival, which have been built on the steep slopes. 

Borovets is one of the largest and most modern mountain resorts in Bulgaria. It has 
hosted competitions for the Alpine Skiing World Cup twice. Its close proximity 

to the Sofia and its pleasant climate – cool summers and winters with 
lots of snow, make the resort the perfect destination for the mountain 

holiday lovers. 

PILGRIMAGE TOURISM
Bulgaria has over 4000 pilgrimage tourism sites. 

Some of the 160 functioning monasteries have been 
recognized as monuments of culture and architecture 
and have been included in the UNESCO list. The amazing 
rock monasteries are among them. The Bulgarian 
monasteries are unique with its profuse architecture, 
icons and murals, legends and myths. 

THE HEALING POWER OF THE WATER
With over 700 mineral water springs, Bulgaria ranks 

as one of the leading SPA destinations in Europe. Some 
of the most popular SPA resorts are Hisarya, Velingrad, 

Sandanski, Sapareva banya, Varshets, Pavel banya and 
many others. 

Velingrad is also known as the SPA capital on the Balkan 
peninsula. The mineral water in Velingrad has a good effect 

on the musculoskeletal system and also contributes to the 
improvement of the condition in case of neurological diseases, 

hypertension, gynecological diseases, kidney and urological diseases, 
respiratory and gastrointestinal diseases. In addition to its healing 

properties, the Velingrad water also rejuvenates the skin and beautifies. 
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Sandanski has over 80 springs with water temperature ranging from 42 to 81°С. The mineral water has very low 
mineralization and a rich chemical composition. The resort has specialized in the treatment of diseases of the upper 
respiratory tracks and the lungs, inflammatory degenerative diseases of the joints. 

Hisarya is one of the oldest and most popular balneological and SPA centres in Bulgaria. Its mineral water contributes 
to the treatment of kidney and urological diseases as well as biliary, gastrointestinal and hepatic diseases and diseases of 
the musculoskeletal system. 

The mineral spring with the highest temperature in Bulgaria - 103°С is located in Sapareva banya. The water there has 
a healing effect on diseases of the musculoskeletal system, the peripheral nervous system, gynecological diseases, skin 
diseases, diseases of the upper respiratory tracks and others. 

Bankya is the balneological resort located closest to the capital city, at a 
distance of only 17 km. The town is famous for its mineral water whose 

temperature is 36.5 - 37°C and is used for the treatment of cardiovascular 
diseases and also diseases of the nervous system. 

Varshets is the oldest resort offering balneological treatment 
in Bulgaria. The water there does not contain limestone 

and has a healing effect on the diseases of the nervous, 
excretory, cardiovascular, musculoskeletal system, the 

gastrointestinal track, skin and eye problems. 
Ognyanovo is a picturesque Bulgarian village 

located in Southwest Bulgaria, very close to the 
Bulgarian-Greek border. The mineral water there is 
used for healing over 100 types of diseases, among 
which diseases of the musculoskeletal system, 
the endocrine, the respiratory and the digestive 
systems, the metabolism, nervous, gynecological and 
cardiovascular diseases. 

Kyustendil, Pavel banya, Shipkovo, Pomorie, 
Albena, the Sliven mineral baths, Narechen, Banya, 

Ovcha mogila rank among the popular SPA destinations 
in Bulgaria. 

The combination of mineral water springs and beautiful 
nature contributes to the attraction of these destinations as 

places for recreation and health recovery. 

Svilengrad * Tel.: +359 372 27 200 * e-mail: info.mgm@merithotels.com * www.meritgrandmosta.com18

Bulgaria, with its wonderful nature and hospitable people, is expecting you to come  
and visit it during one of its 4 seasons. 

To welcome you again and again – Welcome to Bulgaria!
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Chitalnyata /The Reading Room/ 
Tourist Information Centre 
The most unusual information point in 
Sofia. It is located in the City Garden, near 
the National Theatre. 
Phone: +359 885 921 620
E-mail: chitalnyata@gmail.com
Monday-Sunday: 10:00 – 20:00

Largo Tourist Information Centre
Located in Serdika II Metro Station
Phone: +359 2 494 93 15
E-mail: largo@info-sofia.bg
Monday-Friday: 09:30 – 18:00 

Sofia Tourist Information Centre  
22 Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd / located in 
the underpass of St. Kliment Ohridski 
University of Sofia (St. Kliment Ohridski 
University metro station)
Phone: +359 2 491 83 44/ 45
E-mail: tourist@info-sofia.bg                                                                                            
Monday-Friday: 09:30 – 18:00 

Bankya Tourist Information Centre 
Located in Bankya, Republika Square 
Phone: +359 885 074 115
E-mail: bankya@info-sofia.bg
Monday-Sunday: 08:30 – 17:30

You will find the answers to all 
these questions in 

THE TOURIST INFORMATION 
CENTRES (TIC)  

of the Capital City Municipality 

The people working at these 
centres will give you ideas 

where and what to visit and 
how to get to the desired 

destination in the easiest way 
possible. 

You will also receive free-
of-charge maps of the 

city as well as flyers and 
brochures for the tourist 
sites, information about 

new attractions and events. 
You will also be able to buy 

souvenirs from Sofia. 

Do not forget to download the 
mobile application VisitSofia. 

You can also search VisitSofia 
in Google Play and also  

in App Store.

If you need more information, 
you can find us in  

Facebook - Visit Sofia and 
Instagram - visit__sofia,  

or visit our website  
www.visitsofia.bg.

a desired all yеаr round tourist destination 
Are you planning to visit Sofia or you are already here?
Do you ask yourself how to organize your stay in the best possible way?
Do you need any tourist maps, brochures and other information materials?
Do you want to find out what is happening in the fast-paced capital city?

Sofia
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Situated on the Black Sea coast, Kavarna 
is a modern town that has preserved its 
authenticity, virgin nature and wonderful 
beaches. 
The rich and unique cultural and historical 
heritage, the variety of local culinary specialties 
and places for accommodation will suit every 
taste and will make your holiday unforgettable. 
The tourist routes include interesting pieces 
of the history and the culture of Kavarna and 
lead to archeological sites, nature reserves, 
museums and galleries, making you a 
participant in the numerous festivals and 
celebrations. You will learn everything about 
the ancient Karvuna and the town of Kavarna 
after visiting KAVARNA Museum of History, 
the DOBRUDZHA AND THE SEA exhibition, 
the Ethnographic complex, KALIAKRA Natural 
and archeological reserve, YAYLATA National 
Archeological Reserve. 
The region is located on unique cliffs in the 
northern part of the Bulgarian Black Sea 
coast, where excellent gold courses are also 
expecting you.
Treat yourself to a wonderful summer holiday 
full of adventures, joyful sunny days, the smell 
of the sea, delicious and freshly grilled fish and 
many, many friends... in Kavarna!

www.kavarna.bg
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XIV OPERA AT THE SUMMER THEATRE – 
VARNA 2023
Presented by Daniela Dimova - General Manager of 
the Theatre & Music Production Centre Varna

Dear ladies and gentlemen,
If you are a fan of opera, in combination with a vacation at sea, I recommend 

the destination of Varna and the Opera at the Summer Theatre. In the romantic 
atmosphere of the Summer Theatre surrounded by greenery, you will enjoy the rich 
and exciting season that the Varna State Opera is preparing for its XIV International 
Summer Festival.

The Gala concert Viva l`Opera, Viva Verdi (16.06.), cond. Jacopo Sipari Di 
Pescasseroli will open the opera evenings under the open sky, and the Opera Gala 
(24.08.), cond. Krastin Nastev will be the closing festival chord. In the program of 
Opera at the Summer Theatre - Varna 2023, we keep the usual 4 modules - opera, 
ballet, musical and concert.

Opera
Of the seven opera performances we are planning, the 

first premiere is reserved for The Cunning Vixen by Janacek 
(07.07.), a production by the eminent Bulgarian artists 
known on the European stage, Pavel Baleff, our permanent 
guest conductor and Vera Nemirova, our permanent guest 
director. After being shown in all its glory, this interesting 
performance for young and old will also be developed in a 
chamber version for the autumn season.

Two culminating evenings follow with the cult 
production of Aida by the director and scenographer Franco 
Zeffirelli (13, 14.07), a long-standing dream of ours, which 
we realize in collaboration with the National Opera and 
Ballet of Albania and the National Opera and Philharmonic 
of Kosovo. At the conductor's desk will be our regular 
guest conductor from Italy, Jacopo Sipari Di Pescasseroli.

The third opera title that we will offer to the international 
audience of Opera at the Summer Theatre is Falstaff by Verdi 
(July 28), with the best Falstaff of our time, the baritone 
Kirill Manolov. This production of ours will be prepared by 
the director Nina Naydenova, under the conductorship of 
our permanent guest conductor Grigor Palikarov.

Photos:  
Rosen Donev
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We continue with the premiere of Don Pasquale by Donizetti (20.07.), cond. Svetoslav Borisov, director Srebrina Sokolova, 
choreographer Svetlana Tonsheva and our brilliant production from 2022 of Gounod's Romeo and Juliet (08.08.), cond. Svetoslav Borisov, 
directed by Ursula Horner.

The opera summer marathon - Varna 2023 ends with two Puccini masterpieces. Tosca (16.08.), cond. Pavel Baleff, directed by Kuzman 
Popov, with the Bulgarian singers from the world opera elite Krassimira Stoyanova - Tosca, Vladimir Stoyanov - Scarpia and Milen Bozhov 
- Cavaradossi, will undoubtedly be a great event of the season. Next is Turandot (21.08.), staged by Eddy Lovaglio, Italy, cond. Grigor 
Palikarov, with Joana Zhelezcheva - Turandot and the outstanding Ivan Momirov - Calaf.

I hope, dear readers, that in this variety of proposals you have already found the performances that suit your taste, so I am 
waiting for you in Varna at Opera at the Summer Theatre 2023.

Happy and peaceful filled with art New Year!

Ballet
In the ballet module, we foresee 3 

titles. The June Ballet Grand Gala with 
excerpts from "Swan Lake" to music 
by Tchaikovsky, "Romeo and Juliet" 
to music by Prokofiev, "Spartacus" to 
music by Khachaturian and other titles, 
choreographed by our chief ballet master 
Sergei Bobrov, will be shown to fans 
of ballet art in August. After "Sleeping 
Beauty" to the music of Tchaikovsky 
(27.07), choreography edited by Sergey 
Bobrov, for the first time in Bulgaria 
we will show the ballet "Edith Piaf" with 
the chansons of the great French singer 
(23.08), staging and choreography by 
Sabrina Bosco, Maitre du Ballet of the 
most prestigious ballet companies in the 
world.

Musical
In the musical module, we are preparing 2 

premiere titles, one of which is a world premiere, 
and the other a Bulgarian premiere. It is in Varna 
that the world premiere of the musical Kalas and 
Onassis will take place (June 21), dedicated to the 
100th anniversary of the birth of the all-time soprano 
Maria Kalas. The author of the music is Christos 
Papageorgiou, the staging is the work of the director 
Petko Bonev and the conductor and author of the 
arrangements is Stratsimir Pavlov. The musical 
Bodyguard (22.07.), with the songs of Whitney 
Houston from the film of the same name, which 
is staged for the first time in Bulgaria by director 
Boris Pankin and conductor Stratsimir Pavlov, is 
shaping up to be no less attractive. Both titles will 
be repeated in August. For fans of the genre, we will 
probably also offer a performance of our hit musical 
from last season, Beauty and the Beast.

Concert
Various events are presented in 

the concert module. I have already 
mentioned the opera gala concerts 
that form the framework of the XIV 
Opera at the Summer Theatre - Varna 
2023. For the first time, the Symphony 
Orchestra of Osnabrück, Germany will 
be visiting with a concert (30.06.), the 
program of which is composed entirely 
of Beethoven's works. The concert 
with film music by Ennio Morricone 
with a guest conductor from Italy, as 
well as the Crossover concert, in which 
opera music will be performed under 
the conductorship of David Gimenez 
Carreras, along with Spanish zarzuela 
and a musical, will also be of interest.

www.tmpcvarna.com
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Tel.: +359 52/ 361 135, 361 014 
www.hotelestreya.com

e-mail:
parkhotel.estreya@abv.bg

The unique combination of a forest and a sea attracted some priests in the past to come and build St. St. Constantine and Helena 
Monastery. Today, Estreya Palace Hotel and Estreya Residence Hotel are located near this sacred land. 

The close proximity of the city of Varna and the existence of numerous opportunities to arrange the lobby and the multifunctional 
Dobrudhza and Estreya halls make the complex an attractive place for organizing forums and conferences. The variety of dishes made 
with fresh and quality products add to the pleasant stay at the hotels. Two halls with outside terraces and a capacity of 90 and 120 seats 
offer various specialties from the national and the European cuisine. Estreya winery offers a wide variety of refined dishes and wines 
made from the vineyards of the village of Belogradets. And Maza Meze, with the appetizers it offers, is suitable for cocktails and also for 
personal celebration and private parties. Estreya SPA Centre offers the following services – wine therapy, steam bath, mud treatment, 
lye therapy, a SPA capsule, grapes treatment, shiatsu, massages. There is an inside and two outside swimming pools. 

The building of Estreya residence houses the new department of the Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine Clinic of St. Marina University 
Multiprofile Hospital for Active Treatment – Varna. Here, the patients can take advantage of the unique combination of seaside climate, 
sea water and mineral water from a spring with a temperature of 42-46 degrees, which is suitable for the treatment and prophylaxis 
of numerous diseases. 

9006 Varna, Bulgaria  /  Resort complex Sts. Constantine and Elena
GPS: 43°13'51.6"N 28°00'36.0"E (43.231000 28.010000)
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As a revolutionary type of tourist complex, the 
Historical Park has been made to build links 
between civilizations and generations. Being a 

triple winner of the award in the most prestigious category 
of the Annual awards in tourism, the Historical Park is the 
tourist site called “The Choice of Bulgarians”. 

This is the place in Bulgaria where history goes beyond 
the chronicles and is brought to life in a specially created 
architectural environment to present the inexhaustible 
treasure of the Bulgarian historical heritage. 

Owing to its practical location in close proximity to our 
biggest Black Sea resorts, only 30 km from the city of 
Varna, on E70 international route as well as its excellent 
infrastructure, the Historical Park is a place you must visit 
during the tourist season. 

Covering an area of 136 daa of vast park areas and 
authentically erected buildings with artefacts, the Historical 
Park hosts various events every month and offers a 
rich festival and events programme. The international 
competitions and tournaments have become long-awaited 
meetings for people from all over the world. 
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Colossal in scale and traditional in terms of appearance, the arenas of the 
Historical Park are places for battle scenes. It is possible to put on the armour 
of the real heroes, learn to apply their skills or just become a spectator of 
breathtaking demonstrations of medieval wars or revived arts dating back to 
the antiquity such as Falcon Breeding. Immersed into the mysteries and the 
Thracians rituals or just looking at valuable treasures of gold and silver more 
ancient that those of Schumer and Babylon, the visitors can come in contact 
with the grandeur and the achievements of the ancient culture. 

Considering its atmosphere of tranquility and harmony with nature, the 
Historical Park is an excellent choice for personal celebrations, corporate 
events and educational excursions. Here, you can taste the flavour of pure 
traditional food, get to know the preserved crafts and listen to the music of 
time.

The Historical Park is the place where children and adults can meet the 
heroes of the past and immerse together with them into the world of the 
ancient knowledge and adventures. 

Website:  http://ipark.bg
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HistoricalPark.BG
Instagram:https://www.instagram.com/historicalpark
YouTube:  https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC17h1IoNyOlWXsUe-Ffg6mg
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THE MAGIC OF 
THE BULGARIAN ROSE

REAL INSIDE, PRECIOUS OUTSIDE!

www.bulgarianrosemagic.com
e-mail: tmobrose@gmail.com

Each jewel we have made for you with love is unique,  
with natural flowers and a precious metal coating.  

It is hand-made and inspired by the nature and Bulgarian history. 
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• Lecture "The Path of the Rose through the Centuries". 

• Making the "Flower of Love" - one of the most interesting 
group attractions. 

• "Zaldas" - custom-grown rose for special occasions. Those 
who choose a specific flower, will have the incredible opportunity 
to document the entire process of producing their unique work 
in the form of a short video that will follow the growth and 
development of the flower up to the preparation of the final 
product (gilded plant).

Open soon

www.bulgarianrosemagic.com

"The Rosarium"  
as an attraction

In the "Magic of the Bulgarian Rose" 
Rosarium you will rediscover the centuries-
old history of our ancestors, fragrant flowers, 
herbs, healing recipes and many attractive 
activities.

It is being built in Bulgaria next to the 
world's largest "Historical Park" in the village 
of Neofit Rilski, on an area of 4.5 acres, with an 
administrative building of 300 square meters. 
Some of the tourist attractions will be:
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www.pomorietourism.bg

Harmony, peace and beauty! These are only some of the feelings you 
and your family will experience when you visit Pomorie. The tourists 
who have chosen to visit the region of the Municipality of Pomorie 
are enchanted by the ancient history, the busy cultural calendar and 
the unique combination of sand, sunshine and sea. 

Intensively using nature’s resources, the therapeutic procedures 
offered at the year-round balneological and SPA centres in Pomorie 
significantly improve the musculoskeletal system. The estuarine 
healing mud, which is obtained from Pomorie Lake, is one of the 
biggest natural treasures not only for Pomorie but also for the entire 
country. 

Right before sunrise, the air is filled with ozone and negative ions, 
ultraviolet rays and water vapour, which have a favourable effect on 
the treatment of the upper respiratory tract. 

Pomorie is a modern resort with excellent location and 
proximity to all types of transport connections. 

The birds’ migration route VIA PONTIKA passes over Pomorie 
Salt Lake. Over 270 bird species nest in the lake area annually. 

The tourists visiting Pomorie will have the unique opportunity 
to enjoy the authentic “Anhial cuisine” – a fresh combination 
of tastes and flavours preserved over the centuries, served 
with traditional local wines. The wine tours are an excellent 
opportunity to try the magnificent local wines of the 11 wine 
cellars functioning in the municipality. 

Everyone who wants to enjoy this romantic destination can 
do this by visiting the History Museum in the town centres, 
the one-of-its-kind Salt Museum, the Ornithological Centre, 
the unique Ancient Dome Tomb or just by walking along the 
seaside lane connecting the old and the new town. But… you 
cannot talk about the ancient, romantic and eternal town of 
Pomorie, you can only experience it!

Welcome!

P O M O R I E - 
AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE!
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„SPECIALIZED HOSPITALS 
FOR REHABILITATION - 

NATIONAL COMPLEX“ JSC
Specialized Hospitals for Rehabilitation-National Complex EAD is a 
leader in physical and rehabilitation medicine, applying established 
medical standards in combination with natural resources. 

This company is unique within the system of healthcare in the Republic 
of Bulgaria and holds a substantial share of the medical services market 
in the country in the sphere of physical and rehabilitation medicine. 

Specialized Hospitals for Rehabilitation-National Complex EAD offers 
a wide variety of physiotherapeutic and rehabilitation methods of 
treatment in 13 specialized hospitals for rehabilitation located in 
established balneological resorts on the territory of the entire country.

MAIN PURPOSE OF THE COMPANY 
Maintaining, restoring and improving the health of 

people with natural methods by:
 Prophylactics
 Diagnostics
 Therapy
 Medical rehabilitation
 Complete psychosomatic recovery and / or 
   stabilization of the patient

MAIN METHODS OF THERAPY:
 Balneotherapy  and hydrotherapy
 Instrumental physiotherapy
 Kinesitherapy
 Peloidotherapy (mud therapy)
 Thermotherapy
 Thalassotherapy

APPLICATIONS OF MINERAL WATER:
 internal
 external
 inhaling

APPLICATIONS OF PELOIDS:
 external
 in body cavities

THE MAIN DISEASES THAT ARE TREATED 
IN “SHR-NC” EAD:

 Degenerative, inflammatory and traumatic
   diseases of the musculoskeletal system; 
 Diseases of the peripheral nervous system; 
 Cardiovascular diseases; 
 Endocrine-metabolic diseases; 
 Diseases of the central nervous system; 
 Stomach-intestinal and biliary-liver diseases; 
 Kidney-urological diseases; 
 Dermal diseases and damages after chemical 
   and thermal injuries; 
 Gynecological, andrological and inferility; 
 Inflammation and allergy diseases 
   of the respiratory system;
 Chronic professional intoxication;
 Radiation damages; 
 Rehabilitation for COVID-19 and Post Covid-19.

SBR–NK EAD was awarded the golden statuette “World Quality 
Commitment” of the international organization Business Initiative 
Directions (BID).



54 VASIL LEVSKI BLVD., SOFIA 1142  /  +359 700 18277 / www.nkrehabilitation.bg
+359 2 980 35 52, +359 2 987 3176 , +359 887 303 100, +359 70018277 / sbrnk@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Banite, Smolyan region -  
the village of Banite

 +359 3025/ 22 57

sbrnk_banite@abv.bg

Affiliate Kyustendil - Kyustendil

 +359 78/ 55 09 70 
kustendil@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Bankya - Bankya

 +359 2/ 99 77 283 
bankia@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Banya Karlovo - Banya

 +359 3132/ 22 04 
baniakarlovsko@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Pomorie - Pomorie

  +359 596/ 2 41 50 
pomorie@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Momin Prohod - Momin Prohod

 +359 7142/ 61 97 
mominprohod@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Hissarya - Hissarya

 +359 337/ 6 25 72 
sbrnk_hisar@abv.bg

Affiliate Ovcha Mogila -  
the village of Ovcha Mogila

 +359 6327/ 24 41 
ovchamogila@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Velingrad - Velingrad

  +359 359/ 5 33 59 
velingrad@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Varshets - Varshets

 +359 9527/ 2258 
vurshec@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Narechen 
the village Narechenski bani

 +359 3342/ 22 24 
nar.bani@abv.bg

Affiliate Pavel Banya - Pavel Banya

 +359 876 904 891 
pavelbania@rehabilitation.bg

Affiliate Sandanski - Sandanski

 +359 746/ 3 08 34 
sandanski@rehabilitation.bg
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Over the last ten years, there has been an increasingly sustainable development of health tourism. The already 
established and the emerging destinations have been using more and more the potential of this tourist segment, trying to 
diversify it in order to increase the amount of the revenue and cope with its seasonal nature. 

The global COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically changed not only the tourist sector but also people’s attitudes towards 
travelling – a historical time for perceiving the importance of the balneoclimatic factors for human health and the revival 
and development of the resorts as centres for enhancing the health culture of the population. 

Bulgaria ranks second in Europe, after Iceland, in terms of the number of mineral sources. It is also the country 
which, over the last years, has firmly won recognition in Europe as a destination providing a high-quality tourist service 
at competitive prices. Our country’s location and its diverse terrain serve as a prerequisite for the favourable climatic 
conditions for the development of 4-season tourism. 

Bulgaria – 
a year-round destination for  
quality health tourism
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In summer, we are the best at offering 
thalassotherapy, heliotherapy, balneological therapy 
and peloidotherapy at the Black Sea coast and in 
winter – we successfully combine ski & SPA in hot 
mineral baths. 

Our balneological resorts are situated in 
ecologically clean regions in the foot of the Balkan 
Mountain, in the Thracian Plain, in the Rhodopes, 
along the rivers Struma and Mesta and also along 
the Black Sea coast. Over the last decade, modern 
balneotherapy centres have been established in 
these resorts, with qualified staff working in them 
and they put into practice the years of experience in 
the sphere of health prevention and prophylaxis of 
certain chronic diseases.  

The structure which has been building the 
reputation of Bulgaria as a destination for quality 
health tourism over the last 16 years is the Bulgarian 
Union of Balneology and SPA tourism – a non-
governmental organization representing the united 
interests of the biggest investors in our country who 
own more than 100 of the best medical/SPA and SPA 
sites. 

The Bulgarian Union of Balneology and SPA 
tourism is the link connecting the business and 
the state institutions. It is also a partner of the 
Ministry of Tourism and the Ministry of Health in 
the implementation of policies concerning the 
development of the medical/SPA and SPA sector. 

Our mission is to make our country a health 
centre in Europe because we have all the necessary 
resources – mineral water, healing mud deposits, 
temperate climate with four typical seasons, 
established modern balneological, SPA and wellness 
centres at our hotel complexes. 

www.bubspa.org

Health tourism is the cause of the 
Bulgarian Balneology and SPA 
Tourism because it is:

A sustainable form of tourism – a year-round tourist 
product guaranteeing the preservation of the jobs;

Green tourism – it uses Bulgaria’s natural resources 
(climate, mineral water);

Health tourism can be developed on the territory of 
the entire country – in small, medium-sized and large 
municipalities; 

Social tourism – it has a direct effect on the health 
of Bulgarians and strengthens their immune system 
(the use of the opportunities offered by the Bulgarian 
climatotherapy and balneo-climatotherapy resorts 
through complex climatic and balneological therapy 
with natural healing factors stimulates the sanogenetic 
processes in the human body, strengthens the immunity 
and improves the health status of the population);

Its development ensures the reduction of the 
expenditures for healthcare;

Competitive at a European level – the German 
National Association of Health Insurance Funds  
(GKV - Spitzenverband) has extended the list of 
countries whose provision of ambulatory services it  
has recognized (14 countries in total have been 
recognized). Bulgaria was added to the list on 20th 
September 2019. 
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TREAT YOURSELF TO AN UNFORGETTABLE WINTER HOLIDAY IN 
RUSKOVETS THERMAL SPA & SKI RESORT 4*

RUSKOVETS 
THERMAL  
SPA & SKI 
RESORT

BANSKO /town of DOBRINISHTE/
+359 889 99 0026 / +359 879 56 0512 / e-mail: reservations@ruskovets.com

RUSKOVETS RESORT offer various 
summer mountain activities in 
combination with mineral springs and 
SPA relaxation.
The location of Ruskovets Complex in 
the foot of Pirin Mountain, between 
the mountain centres of Bansko and 
Dobrinishte, makes it a convenient and 
preferred starting point to Pirin National 
Park and the following huts: Gotse 
Delchev /12 km/, Demyanitsa /17 km/, 
Vihren /25 km/ and Yavorov /27 km/.

MINERAL POOLS
The mineral pools intended for children 
and adults, with built-in hydromassage 
panels, are a real pleasure after the 
mountain hike or the day spent skiing. 
The use of the large Finnish sauna, the 
aromatic and salt steam baths, the 
Knippe bench and the fitness centres 
is free of charge. The open panoramic 
terrace with direct access from the pools 
has two wooden Jacuzzis with mineral 
water, which are used all the year round. 

FOR FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN
You should trust our qualified 
animators. The children will be involved 
in interesting activities and will have 
fun, which will give you the opportunity 
to spare some time for yourself. The 
children’s club is spacious and has been 
made in the best part of the complex. 
It is safe and the floor is covered with 
natural cork. There are games and a daily 
children’s programme with morning 
sports activities, creative workshops 
for skilled children, afternoon parties, a 
room with electronic games. 

www.ruskovets.com

     A unique closed complex in the foot of Pirin    
     Mountain, near the pine forest, only 6 km from Bansko

     You can choose between comfortable hotel  
     apartments and detached family 2-bedrooms villas

     Free SPA area with a sauna, steam baths, a Knippe  
     bench and healing mineral water in the pools  
     overlooking Pirin Mountain

     Free-of-charge transfers to the lift in Bansko

     Free-of-charge ski wardrobes with a heating

     A fireplace in each villa



THE FIVE ELEMENTS HOTEL 
MEDICAL SPA

Sapareva banya, Bulgaria

Come and enjoy the hottest mineral water 
spring in continental Europe - 103°C
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www.hisarya.bg

Hisarya is one of the most famous balneo 
resorts. The first chemical analysis of the 
mineral water was made in Hisarya back in 1882, 
thus marking the beginning of the organized 
balneological treatment in the country. Here 
the winters are mild and the spring smells of 
flowers. One of the greatest riches of Hisarya are 
the mineral waters. Over 22 springs of different 
chemical composition flow on the territory of 
today's town. Their healing properties have 
been deservedly appreciated since antiquity, 
when Emperor Diocletian, attracted by this 
abundance, decided to found his fortress city 
and name it Diocletianopolis. Today, beautiful 
early Christian basilicas, Roman barracks 
and administrative buildings remind us of its 
greatness. The fortress walls of the former 
town have also been preserved, with the typical 
Roman builders' construction of hewn stone 
with belts of terracotta slabs. Walking around the 
architectural reserve, you will also see very well 
preserved remains of Roman baths. The baths 
of Hisarya used to be places for recreation and 
health recovery. Visitors underwent healing and 
beauty treatments performed by priestesses.

Here every water spring has its own story. 
The water in Hisarya heals and soothes, and 
some say that the water here is alive... that it 
has memory. Listen to the sound of the water 
and it will tell you of brave warriors, glorious 
battles and mighty rulers. All springs have 
different physico-chemical characteristics. This 
fact is unique not only for Bulgaria, but also for 

Hisarya - 
the spring of life

the world. Their temperature ranges from 
31 to 52 degrees. Their healing properties 
are various. All the waters have different 
mineralization, hydrocarbonate-sulfate-
sodium, with a high alkaline reaction, with 
low solidity, clear, colourless with pleasant 
drinking properties. The newest colonnade 
is called the „Fountain of Youth“. Its water 
has a high content of metasilicic acid, which 
slows down the aging processes at cellular 
level and has a detoxifying effect. The 
mineral water from "Momina Banya" spring 
is suitable for the treatment of kidney and 
urological diseases and diseases of the 
musculoskeletal system and the water 
from "Momina Salza" spring is suitable for 
the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases.

There is a lot to be written about 
the mineral water, the architectural and 
historical finds, the green parks and the 
fresh air, but the spirit of Hisarya and the 
wonderful tranquility that overwhelms you 
can only be experienced when you visit this 
piece of Paradise.

TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER
23 Gen. Gurko Blvd., Hissarya

Tel.: +359 337 621 41 / +359 897 096 767
FACEBOOK: Hissarya Touristcenter
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This is Bulgaria...
Vanya Kostadinova

I was born at the end of the 17th century in the beautiful town of 
Chiprovtsi and I am one of the first of my kind. I am the Chiprovtsi 
carpet.  Today, the first carpets of my kind are preserved in the 
village of Arbanasi, in the “Sahat Mosque” in Targovishte, in the Rila 
Monastery, in the “Tombul Mosque” in Shumen, etc. 

I recount stories about my people, about their traditions, about 
the original, native and unique creativity through the compositions, 
the colors and the rich ornamentation. My colors are red, indigo 
blue and black, derived from natural dyes - carmine, indigo and 
bakkam (logwood). Most often, along with monetary donations for 
the construction of churches and monasteries, they also donated 
me. They covered the floors or hung me on the walls. I also know 
that carpet weaving as a branch of our folk art dates back to the late 
17th and early 18th centuries. 

I can tell you about the origins of carpet weaving in Chiprovtsi. 
It dates back to 1720, after the return of the Chiprovian population 
that had fled the uprising. All production processes - scouring, 
spinning and dyeing were done by hand. The work was led by the 
woman, and the men participated in the scouring and spinning of 
the wool. It is typical of the old Chiprovtsi carpets that they were not 
woven according to a pre-drawn pattern. The first of us were dyed 
with natural dyes until 1887, when the first chemical dyes began 
to be imported. The main elements in the oldest Chiprovtsi carpets 
are the triangle, the rhombus, babitsa or the duck. And of course, 
there is no way the Bulgarian Chiprovtsi carpet does not have a 
motif related to the vines and grapes - one of the most beautiful 
motifs is a twig with nine berries, which fills the margins of one of 
the most beautiful vine carpets. Other characteristic figures are a 
child, karakachka, a human figure, a wing, kostenitsa, a spring bird, 
a white kolo, embroideries, skrapa, etc. 

That is my story in a nutshell. The story of the Chiprovtsi carpet, 
which for centuries has glorified Bulgarian tradition and skills 
around the world. Born from the hands of Bulgarian carpet masters 
who have embedded Bulgarian character and Bulgarian soul in 
every thread. 
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The Wedding, the Busintsi ceramics 
and the embroidered tablecloth
If there is some devilish magic in love, then 

what better place to manifest that magic than a 
wedding. If you don’t believe that it exists, come 
and see the magic of... the devil’s pitcher of the 
famous ceramics from the village of Busintsi, Tran 
Region. Devil’s pitchers have six handles and five 
plugged and one unplugged hole on them. It was 
used as a ritual during weddings. They give the 
bride a sip of water and if she doesn’t hit the right 
hole, she gets doused with water for everyone’s 
amusement. 

And more “strange” things can be seen in this 
famous Busintsi ceramics - karkavche pitcher 
(frog pitcher), whose name comes from the 
croaking sound it makes when you drink water; 
a rukatka - a handy pot to carry food in the field.

The Chiprovtsi carpet



The most characteristic features of the Busintsi pottery 
are the uniform old forms, in which the shape of the 
handle and the drinking bud with a vertical opening are 
necessarily preserved. Its colors are yellow, green, red. 
The drawings are lines or patches that range from pure 
geometry to stylized flower motifs. The pot is the most 
common form used for boiling food, the form being a 
variant of the ancient Slavic pot. Until 1896-1897, Busintsi 
pottery was made only of red clay. There were special 
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customs related to the practice of pottery craft in Busintsi. 
The most important condition under which this craft was 
practised away from its centre was that the Busintsi 
craftsman returned each year to his father’s workshop. 

With this way of practicing the profession, the Busintsi 
potter never breaks the link with the local tradition. 

The embroidered tablecloth is decorated with the 
most distinctive feature of our people - the Bulgarian 
embroidery. Each element expresses our soulfulness, 
spirituality, irreconcilability and philosophy of life. Every 
embroidery is like a time machine - if you look at it, it 
immediately brings you back to memories, to the history of 
our people. From the embroidery “come out” immediately 
the life events woven into the threads. 

The skill to embroider was the final stage of the 
girl’s preparation for marriage. On a clear day - Monday, 
Wednesday or Thursday, she started her first embroidery. 
On a full moon so her work was “full”. The embroidery 
on the woman’s shirt are located in places symbolically 
separating personal space - neck, bosom, skirts, and 
sleeves. The cross-stitch embroidery was placed on 
the edges of clothing, believing that it kept evil from 
penetrating. 

Every figure in Bulgarian embroidery carries some 
meaning. The makaz figure is associated with the 
engagement, the large makaz - with the wedding, so it is 
most often embroidered on the nightgown. The kanatitsa 
embodies the kin, the large kanatitsa - the family, the 
great kanatitsa - the nation. The main colours in the 
embroideries are white and red. Red is blood, fire, the color 
of life and fertility. Green - nature, health, youth. Yellow is 
sun, new day, light. Blue is trust, purity, tranquility. White 
- purity and innocence. 

Symbols such as the tree of life, which is associated 
with the family, can be seen in Bulgarian embroidery. The 
sky turtle is a symbol of infinity, longevity. It is embroidered 
against adversity and misfortune. The Bulgarian rosette 
is an ancient Bulgarian artifact. It represents a star with 
seven rays. It is used in embroidery to personify the cult 
of the Sun.

Carpets, embroideries, ceramics - they are just a small 
part of Bulgarian folk art, traditions and lifestyle, but 
cultivating the strength of identity that has preserved us 
to this day and for which Bulgaria will walk confidently 
tomorrow.



If you are keen on discovering new and interesting places in Bulgaria, 
you should visit the town of Byala cherkva. It is situated in Central Northern 
Bulgaria, only 40 km from Veliko Tarnovo. 

It is a settlement with rich history, nature and heritage preserved in five 
museum exhibitions: the History Museum, the Natural History Exhibition, 
the Ethnographic Exhibition, Tsanko Tserkovski Museum House and Rayko 
Daskalov Museum House. Here you can also see St. Dimitar Historical 
Church and the Monument – Bell-tower which is the town symbol. 

Byala cherkva expecting you to join us for this exciting experience!

History Museum – Byala cherkva

HISTORY MUSEUM - 
BYALA CHERKVA

Bulgaria
Byala cherkva 5220

Tel:  +359 882 556 599,  
+359 882 559 133
Е-mail:
muzei_bcherkva@abv.bg www.museumbcherkva.com
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22, Targovska Str., 5500 Lovech
www.lovech.bg / e-mail: obshtina@lovech.bg

TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER LOVECH 
+359 68 601 362; tic@lovech.bg 

http://tourism.lovech.bg

10  
REASONS  
TO VISIT  
THE CITY 
OF LOVECH

There are places which you visit because of the nature and 
other places which you visit because of their sights or history. 
Lovech offers it all – rich history, preserved old architecture, 
beautiful nature flowing from the surrounding hills to the 
gardens and parks. Why visit Lovech? Here are 10 good 
reasons for doing that: 

1 
THE MEDIEVAL FORTRESS OF LOVECH
The fortress is a monument of national importance 

located on two terraces of the rocky and picturesque Hisarya 
hill in the old part of the city of Lovech. You can also enjoy the 
“Sound and light” audio-visual show at your request. 

2 
 ZOO
The zoo in the 

city of Lovech was 
established in the 
1960s and is located 
in Stratesh park. Over 
450 animal and 64 bird 
species representing 
all continents are kept 
on an area of 110 daa. 
This zoo is the second 
biggest zoo in Bulgaria.   

3 
 DELI HAMAM OLD CITY BATH  
It has been turned into the only virtual attraction in 

Europe dedicated to water. The Hypocaust heating system 
has been restored to its original condition under a special 
glass and owing to the interpretative programmes and 
multimedia effects, the visitors can watch and learn about 
a lot of interesting “water” events and facts. 

4 
 THE COVERED BRIDGE
It was built by Kolyu Ficheto and is one of the unique 

transport facilities in the region. You should not miss the 
opportunity to see the bridge from a close perspective and 
learn more about its history and the function it performed 
not only as a transport connection but also as a commercial 
street with small craftsmen’s shops. 
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5 
 DEVETASHKA CAVE
It is located 15 km to the northeast of Lovech, near the village of Devetaki, on the 

eastern bank of the Osam River and is one of the biggest caves in Bulgaria. The cave is 
known for the wide variety of inhabitants – 12 species of protected amphibians, 82 bird 
species, 34 mammal species and 9 bat species. 

6  VASIL LEVSKI MUSEUM
The exhibition is located on two levels and displays the fights of the Bulgarians 

for the national liberation. 153 moveable cultural valuables and moveable objects have 
been exhibited there. Among them are the collection of Levski’s personal possessions, 
the collection of personal possessions and documents of Levski’s brothers-in-arms 
and comrades-in-arms and also of participants in April Uprising (1875) and the Russo-
Turkish War (1877-1878). 

7  KAKRINSKO HANCHE
Kakrinsko hanche is located about 19 km away from Lovech, in 

the direction of Sevlievo. This is the place where on 27th December 
1972, the Apostle of Bulgaria’s Freedom was captured. Kakrinsko 
hanche was renovated in 1926 and its museum exhibition was 
opened on 10th May 1931. It tells the story of the exciting beginning 
of a person’s immortality. In the yard of Kakrinsko hanche you can 
see the only eye witness of Levski’s capture – a centuries-old elm. 
It has been restored and reinforced. 

8 
 THE MONUMENT OF VASIL LEVSKI
The monument of Vasil Levski in Lovech was opened on 27th 

May 1964 and is the biggest and most impressive monument of the 
Apostle of Freedom. It is also one of the city symbols. It is located 
in Varosha Architectural and Historical Reserve. 

9  ST. ST. CYRIL AND METHODIUS CATHEDRAL
The cathedral has been built on an area of 580 square meters 

and is a three-nave basilica with three thrones on two levels. The 
ground level has been dedicated to the Presentation of Mary and 
the upper level – to the Holy Apostles Cyril and Methodius, whose 
day is celebrated in Lovech.  The temple is distinguished by its inner 
splendor – exquisite chandeliers, amazing murals made by the 
famous Bulgarian icon-painter Vladimir Avramov, a woodcarved 
iconostasis, beautiful marble flooring. St. St. Cyril and Methodius 
Temple has been given the Building of the Year award for the year 
2017, in the Cultural Monuments category. 

10ATANAS 
AND VASIL 
ATANASOVI 

MUSEUM EXHIBITION
The museum exhibition 
was opened in 2008 
and was named at the 
request of Assoc. Prof. 
Vasil Atanasov, who 
had donated his entire 
collection of minerals and 
mineral materials, which 
had been collected for 
over 40 years and includes 
objects found in Bulgaria 
and all over the world. 
The collection has been 
divided into three sections 
– Nature Hall, Technology 
Hall and Archeology Hall. 



Kazanlak is the biggest city in Bulgaria, which is not a district 
centre, and has a population of about 80 000 people. Kazanlak is 
situated in the centre of Bulgaria and is famous for its well-developed 
industry in the following spheres: machinebuilding, production of 
string instruments, perfumery and cosmetics, pharmacy. 

Kazanlak is a modern city, bustling in the modern dynamics of 
the 21st century, but zealously keeping its long traditions, customs 
and cultural heritage – Kazanlak is the city located in the heart of the 
Valley of the Thracian Kings – over 1500 mounds have been found 
here, of which about 150 have been studied. For that reason, this is 
the place where the unique Celebrations in the Valley of the Thracian 
Kings are held annually. Every year, at the end of August, Kazanlak 
warmly welcomes everyone wishing to get in touch with the rich 
historical and cultural heritage of an ancient civilization that has left 
its traces in these lands.  

Led by the desire to take a piece of the wisdom of the Thracians and 
their strive for harmony and perfection, scholars and artists, friends 
and guest of the Valley of the Thracian Kings come to this place every 
year. If you want to feel the peculiar magic of this ancient world, whose 
charm still excites and enchants and travel back in time to the age of 
the Thracians and immerse yourself into the mystic atmosphere of 
the past millennia, you should visit Kazanlak at the end of August. 

Kazanlak is the capital of the Rose Valley, where the fragrant 
Rosa damascena is grown. It is the symbol of the valley – Bulgaria’s 
ambassador to the rest of the world. The unique Festival of the 
rose is dedicated to it. It usually starts with a Contest for selecting 
the Rose Queen. The votes are usually given for the most deserving 
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6100 Kazanlak, Bulgaria 
6  Rozova dolina Blvd.
Tel.: 00359 431 98201

00359 431 99546
E-mail:

tourism@kazanlak.bg

www.kazanlak.bg

young lady among the high school graduates, who 
also becomes the ambassador of the Rose Valley 
to the world and is usually crowned at a lavish 
ceremony before the citizens and the guests of the 
city coming from near and far. The culmination of 
the celebrations starts with an exuberant ceremony 
for crowning the Rose Queen and ends with a 
massive carnival march, which is held every first 
Sunday of June and is a unique and attractive 
spectacle attracting guests from all over the world. 
The guests and the residents of Kazanlak are truly 
excited and look forward to this triumph of youth 
and beauty, showing the eternity of the tradition. 

Visit Kazanlak in order to get the sensation 
that you are in paradise. In this place, nature has 
combined the beauty and the grandeur of the Balkan 
Mountain with the fertile soil along the Tundzha river 
and the hot mineral springs. And everyone who has 
once smelled the fragrance of the oil-bearing Rosa 
damascena, will remain enchanted forever and will 
leave a piece of their hearts in the dignified Rose 
Valley. 
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Gabrovo 
is situated in Central Bulgaria, about 220 km from the capital of the country – Sofia and is one of the towns that have 

their own spirit and atmosphere. 

The residents of Gabrovo are known for their hospitality. The region offers numerous opportunities for accommodation 
in colourful guest houses providing coziness and peacefulness. Here, you can enjoy delicious meal and, most of all, the 
freedom to have sufficient space in order to recharge and indulge in adventures, experiencing the holiday of a lifetime. 

http://etar.bg
https://www.humorhouse.bg
https://uzanafest.gabrovo.bg
https://bojentsi.com/bg

TOURIST INFORMATION 
CENTER - GABROVO
11 Opalchenska Str., Gabrovo
+359 66 818 406
tic@gabrovo.bg
visit.gabrovo.bg

In close proximity to Gabrovo is the geographical 
centre of the country – Uzana. This region is a preferred 
place for tourism all the year round. Different tourist 
routes start from this place and one of these routes 
can take you to the only ethnographic museum in the 
open in Bulgaria which is called Etar. Once you step 
into this place, modernity disappears being replaced 
by the architecture from the period of the National 
Revival, the traditional crafts and the national culinary 
specialties. As you walk around the museum, do 
not forget to try pestila, jokingly called “Gabrovo 
chocolate”, which is made of plums and is so delicious 
that even the Swiss chocolate masters admire it. 

If you wish to enjoy delicious food and authentic 
atmosphere, you must visit the village of Bozhentsi 
and walk along the cobbled streets of the architectural 
and historical reserve. 
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You can feel the magic of Gabrovo on the central 
streets as well. The town has preserved its history 
and proudly shows it through the exhibitions of 
the Regional History Museum, Dechkov’s House, 
the National Museum of Education, the Interactive 
Museum of Industry. The one-of-its-kind Museum 
of Humor and Satire is located in Gabrovo. It shows 
the spicy humour of the people of Gabrovo in different 
forms but always with one purpose in mind – to touch 
you, to make you smile and come back here again.

The calendar of events is so busy that whenever you 
visit Gabrovo, you will not be bored. And if you are so 
lucky as to come here in May, then fun is guaranteed 
because this is when the International Festival of 
Humour and Satire and also the Gabrovo Carnival are 
held – these are events you cannot attend anywhere 
else in the world. 

Two months later – in July, the people of Gabrovo welcome 
their guests to the ecological festival Uzana Polyana Fest, 
which gives an opportunity for expression of the “green” 
thinking and the successful ecological models. 

And in early September, the Etar Museum hosts the 
International Fair of Traditional Crafts. This event presents 
masters’ products manufactured using old technologies. There 
is also a Fair Exhibition, an International Masters’ Competition, 
an art area, a folklore programme and a scientific forum. 

Gabrovo is one of those places in Bulgaria which combines in a unique manner the grand nature and the fascinating 
history, unforgettable experiences and shared emotions. It is a town that welcomes and sees off its guests with a smile. 
Or, as the local wise-crackers say: 

“Welcome and gone!”  



The present-day city of Haskovo is developing, creating its own unique architectural 
environment. The Monument of the Holy Mother of God is a unifying symbol, the tallest 
statue written into the Guinness World Records. Next to it is the 30-metre tall Bell-tower 
– one of the most beautiful on the Balkan peninsula. 

The Regional History Museum in Haskovo, with its exhibitions and a rich collection, 
presents the history, the culture, the lifestyle and the traditions of the entire region of 
Haskovo. 

The Forum Art Gallery, which is located near one of the most beautiful theatre 
buildings in Bulgaria – the building of Ivan Dimov Theatre, presents exhibitions of many 
artists from the Bulgaria and other countries as well. 

Haskovo
is a welcoming, warm and dynamically developing city situated in South Bulgaria. It is a municipal 
and district centre. The climate in the region is favourable and there are convenient transport 
connections, which make the city a natural centre for commercial and cultural exchange. Haskovo 
is only 90 km away from Turkey and Greece and is linked to them via the Maritsa Motorway. The 
District of Haskovo has a key location as the fastest and the most direct route connecting Europe 
and the Middle East passes through it. The following border control points are located on its territory 
– Kapitan Andreevo Border Control Point, Kapitan Petko Voyvoda Border Control Point – Ormenion 
and Ivaylovgrad Border Control Point – Kaprinos as well as part of the Maritsa River valley. 

The future development of the Municipality of Haskovo is mainly related to the provision of 
conditions for economic growth, encouragement of the emerging entrepreneurship and stimulation 
of the development of the small- and medium-sized businesses. The historical facts and the rich 
culture of the region, in combination with the well-developed transport and tourist infrastructure, 
are a positive factor for the development of tourism. 
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The municipality preserves the traditions and annually holds various cultural 
events such as Colourful Thrace Sings and Dances, South Spring Days of Literature, 
Nedyalka Simeonova Days of Music and others. 

For all the nature lovers, the city offers excellent conditions for a picnic or a 
walk in the well-maintained parks Kenana and Yamacha. Haskovo has one of 
the best tennis complexes in the country which annually hosts numerous sports 
events and has contributed to the sports career of the world-famous tennis player 
Grigor Dimitrov, who was born in Haskovo. The biggest and one of the best-
equipped karting tracks on the Balkan peninsula is also located on the territory of 
the municipality. Only 3 km away from the city, along the international route E-80 
(Sofia-Svilengrad), is Diana Shooting Complex, which is the most modern and the 
only one in Bulgaria, for the time being, offering unique opportunities for those 
who are keen on shooting. The infrastructure within the municipality is constantly 
renovated and maintained and there are ongoing construction works on new park 
areas, sports facilities and recreation zones. 

If you are planning a trip in the region of the Easter Rhodopes, we recommend 
that you start your journey from the Thracian Art of the Eastern Rhodopes Museum 
Centre, which is located near the village of Aleksandrovo, only 18 km from Haskovo. 
This is where you will obtain interesting information about the life, the lifestyle and 
the culture of the ancient Thracians who inhabited this region. In the museum there 
is a replica of the Aleksandrovo Tomb with the best-preserved unique murals. 

The Dormition of the Mother of God mosque-church in the village of Uzundzhovo 
is the biggest village church in Bulgaria which is famous for its unique history and 
architecture and is closely related to the popular Uzundzhovo fair – the largest 
marketplace of the Ottoman Empire, a cultural monument of national importance.  

From Haskovo, the tourists can easily get to the mineral springs in the village 
of Mineralni bani /18 km away/, the largest market for manufactured goods in the 
country, which is organized in the town of Dimitrovgrad /16 km away/, the Easter 
Rhodopes Environmental Protection Centre in the town of Madzharovo /60 km 
away/ or the boutique wine cellars in the region of the town of Harmanli /40 km 
away/ and many others. Located in close proximity to Haskovo, these places provide 
an excellent opportunity for nice trips and a lot of entertainment when visiting the 
region.
Haskovo is the place that makes you feel the spirit of the past times but, at the 

same time, gives you the vibes and the dynamics of the modern city. 

TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER HASKOVO
1A Georgi S. Rakovski Blvd., 6300 Haskovo, Bulgaria / tel: +359 38 666 444

Facebook: Tourist information center - Haskovo
tourism.haskovo@gmail.com  /  www.visithaskovo.com



The museum in Petrich 
shows the rich history of  
the region in a new building

The Museum of History in Petrich has a new home. 18 thousand valuable exhibits 
were relocated in a modern and spacious building which is comfortable for the visitors. 

Gold jewellery, ancient coins, statues, inscriptions – this is only part of the 
treasure that was hard to be seen in the previous small building of the institution 
which preserves the memory of the past. Unique exhibits from the excavations in the 
region have been shown in the halls as well as objects that have been preserved for 
millennia. 

From the life of people thousands of years ago to the refugee 
waves in the early 19th century – the big exhibition spaces of 
the new museum building in Petrich allow the history of the 
region to be shown to the visitors. 
The focus of the halls dedicated to archeology is the most popular site in the region 

of Petrich – the ancient city of Heraclea Sintica, which existed at least from the IV 
century BC to about VI century AD Over the past years, intensive excavation works 
have been carried out on the site near the village of Rupite. The numerous findings are 
preserved at the museum in Petrich and the most impressive among them have been 

exhibited to the visitors. One 
them is a gold necklace with 
rich ornamentation. Theatre 
masks, objects from the life 
of the people of Heraclea, 
sculptures, coins – all of these 
lift the curtain of the mysterious 
past. Extremely valuable for 
the historians are the plates 
with inscriptions as they give 
information which cannot be 
obtained elsewhere. They reveal 
details about the lifestyle and 
the administrative development 
of the city and its significance. 

The life of the ancient people 
in the region has also been 
displayed using objects found 
during excavations conducted 
in various locations around 
Petrich. Among them are 
restored clay pots dating back to 
the sixth millennium BC, which 
were found in Kremenitsa area 
near the village of Topolnitsa. 

The impressive objects in 
the museum are not only those 
related to Heraclea Sintica. The 
exhibitions also include a lead 
stamp of a Byzantine judge 
dating back to the 12th century. 
There is another one of this kind 
found in Bulgaria. 
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The Ottoman period on the Bulgarian territory has been represented by means of 
objects and texts which give information about the demography of the city and the 
dynamic change that occurred in the period of the National Revival. The enrichment 
of the Bulgarians, the emergence of crafts, the fight for church independence have all 
been illustrated here.

One of the exhibits is a certificate of vaccination against smallpox dating back to 
the early 20th century, which was used by people to move unimpededly around the 
Ottoman Empire. 

The permanent exhibitions follow the life after the Liberation of Petrich, starting 
from the year 1912 and focusing on the years from 1920 to 1934 – a period in which 
Petrich was the chief town of the district and was also inhabited by refugees coming 
from Aegean and Vardar Macedonia. At that time, the refugees constituted about 20% 
of the town’s population. 

The museum also shows the everyday life of the local people from the end of the 
19th to the middle of the 20th century as well as the urban and the village lifestyle. 

Among the major exhibits forming 
the focus of the exhibition is the 
intangible cultural heritage, such 
as the Rusalii, whose games can 
be seen on 1st January every year. 

At present, work is being 
carried out on the modern history 
of Petrich and the region and the 
idea of the exhibition is to present 
the town behind the Iron Curtain 
after the year 1945, when it was 
inaccessible even for the citizens 
of Bulgaria. 

Objects from Vanga exhibition 
will also be shown at the museum 
as well as the achievements of the 
local cultural and sports figures. 

Innovative technologies with 
holograms, 3D reproductions and 
kiosks have been used for the 
development and the presentation 
of the exhibitions. 

Welcome!

www.visitpetrich.com
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This year again, the Municipality of Vidin offered its residents 
and guests the medieval festival Badin and its tenth anniversary 
edition. Unlike many other festivals of this kind which emulate 
West-European medieval festivals, the Vidin festival again 
focused on Bulgarian history, the Vidin rulers and the local stories 
reenacted with zest, patriotic sensation and strict adherence to the 
historical reality. The 2022 edition of medieval festival Badin will 
be remembered with the thorough selection of historical scenes, 
which once again brought to life the myth of the thick walls and 
the dark dungeons of the unique Baba Vida Fortress, of glorious 
battles, court intrigues, the turns of life of despots and kings. This 
year again, we recalled the history of the Vidin land, the attractive 
power of foreign conquerors and a place that the Bulgarians 
defended till the very end. 

It all started on Saturday, when in the burning-hot afternoon the 
robust blonde despot Yakov Svetoslav asked the guests standing 
beside the fortress wall to enter the castle and witness the 
Bulgarian supremacy over the Hungarians, who had put forward 
their claims for his land. Shortly after that, the hundreds of young 
and old lovers of history gathered in the fortress yard, where the 
ruler accepted the formation of his battalions, sitting on his throne. 
The Bulgarian soldiers, in their shirts, knitted chain armours, long 
swords and helmets with visors made of rings, carrying shields 
with the symbol of the Vidin Despotate, executed the military 
orders given to them and paid honours to their commander. At 
that time, however, aggressors hiding in the labyrinth attacked the 
non-suspecting defenders of the fortress in the back. In this fight 
of the Bulgarian defenders of the Vidin Fortress, the Hungarian 
knights prevailed and the Bulgarians managed to recover their 
senses and withdrew. Shortly after that, being encouraged by 
their ruler, the Bulgarians struck back and managed to defeat 
the Hungarian conquerors. This dramatic episode of the history 
of Bulgaria and the Vidin Despotate ended in way that surprised 
the spectators (but not the witnesses back then) – despot Yakov 
Svetoslav asked his warriors to drink to the victory and awarded 
the most courageous soldiers. The despot decided to treat himself 
to an entertaining activity – hunting with birds of prey, which was 
a privilege of the aristocracy in the Middle Ages. 

The second scene showed the true story of the struggle of the 
Tarnovo and the Vidin rulers. All of a sudden, a Bulgarian army sent 
by the Tarnovo Tsar Constantine Tih Asen attacked the warriors 
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of Yakov Svetoslav. After a tough fight, the Vidin defenders 
obeyed the ruler of Tarnovo. Yakov Svetoslav encouraged 
his soldiers to put down their weapons and admit the 
supremacy of Constantine Tih, retain their rule over the 
North-western Bulgarian lands. After the fight of the two 
Bulgarian armies, the warriors were again asked to join the 
feast. At that time, a message arrived from Tarnovo, stating 
that the queen – Maria Paleontolog Katakuzina asked the 
Vidin despot to the king’s court. After hesitating for some 
time, the depot left for the capital city accompanied by 
his wife, who is the granddaughter of Tsar Ivan Asen and 
when he arrived, Queen Mary surprisingly expressed her 
wish to adopt him. He agreed but upon the adoption, Yakov 
Svetoslav was poisoned. The Vidin Principality obeyed 
the central power. The Bulgarian Queen Mary (and also a 
Byzantine princess) was expelled from the Bulgarian state 
together with her son. 

After some demonstrations of military equipment, 
weapons and armour, it was time for the evening show. In 
line with the spirit of the fortress, reconstructed medieval 
music was playing – both West-European and Orthodox 
music. While the participants were getting ready for the 
battles and the medieval fencing tournament, the audience 
saw a recital of works of the medieval Bulgarian literature. 
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The story of the transference of the relics of Petka 
Tarnovska to Vidin and the relics of Grigoriy Tsamblak 
to Belgrade amazed the numerous visitors who 
were immersed into the excitement, the thoughts 
and the passions of the medieval Bulgarians. The 
Romanian guests attracted everyone’s attention 
on the summer stage with their demonstration of 
professional fencing with swords and foils typical 
of that age. In the conducted duels, the masters 
of the steel edges from Terra Ultrasilvana–Brașov 
showed exquisite technique, perfection, treachery in 
the attacks but also nobility towards the opponent. 
The applause at the end of the show, which ended 
under the light coming from dozens of torches, were 
resounding and well-deserved!

Then, it was time for the traditional participants 
from the biggest group- Aldimir’s Danube Party to 
show their skills in the duels. The zest and the power 
of the medieval warriors conquered the audience 
which applauded every fight. The traditional brawl of 
the two opposing armies was held at the end. Amidst 
the deafening sound of clashing steel weapons, the 
flags of the Vidin Kingdom were waved, the shields 
of the king’s entourage, the armour and the swords 
of the Bulgarian army merged with the foils, the 
flags and the colourful West-European clothes of 
the invaders. 
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The hundreds of spectators rose to their feet to applaud the scenes 
of the restoration of the Bulgarian state and the children shouted along with 
the actors “Victory”, “Long live Bulgaria!” and “Bulgarian heroes!”. After 
the fights, the fiery boys and girls from Phoenix – Kozloduy lit the night 
sky over the Baba Vida Fortress with fire fountains, bunches of sparkles 
and a lot of style. The fire inscription Badin 10 marked the ending of the 
festival day and the guests’ acquaintance with the medieval lifestyle.  

The second day of the festival offered the guests unforgettable 
experiences and the opportunity to establish a personal contact with 
the participants, take part in the military demonstrations, the art of 
the medieval fencing as well as entertaining activities for children and 
adults. Quiz shows, tournaments and competitions were organized for 
the guests of the Vidin historical tour. An interesting activity was the 
possibility to touch the birds of prey presented by Green Balkans and 
Bagatur representatives. The buzzard called Misho, who showed its  
grace and dignity, became the children’s favourite. After the numerous 
duels, competitions, painted medieval symbols and flags, new 
friendships and photos to be posted on Facebook and Instragram, 
despot Yakov Svetoslav again toured the capital city and announced  
the end of the festival. 

Next year there will be another edition of the medieval festival Badin. 
So, get ready for more battles, intrigues, torches, flags and a lot of 
new medieval surprises! The festival editions are dedicated to different 
themes related to the reenactments of the medieval atmosphere within 
the fortress. It has become an annual place  where the guests can get in 
touch with the medieval culture, crafts, lifestyle and military art. 

The Municipality of Vidin and the citizens of Vidin take pride in their 
glorious history and the natural décor of the Baba Vida Fortress, offering 
a unique stage for the dozens of participants in the reenactments 
and the hundreds of admirers of historical plots, music, clothes and 
weapons. The festival would not be possible without the enthusiasm 
and the energy of the participants in the reenactments from the Tourism 
Council in Svishtov, in their capacity as coordinators, Aldimir’s Danube 
Party Club for Medieval Reenactments, the Regional Club of Traditsiya 
National Association from Svishtov, Phoenix Fire Show – Kozloduy, the 
Romanian reenactors from Terra Ultrasilvana – Brașov and Medieval 
Kronstadt. 

We look forward to seeing you again next year by the impregnable 
walls and the tall towers on the bank of the magnificent Danube!
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Individually, we are a DESTINATION,
TOGETHER WE ARE A JOURNEY

Hacienda Restaurant

PLAN B Bar&Lounge
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ХОТЕЛ КОСМОПОЛИТАН WINTER GARDEN
ЗИМНА ГРАДИНА HACIENDA

 marketing@cosmopolitanhotelbg.com   /  +359 82 80 50 70; +359 884 200 887 / 889

NIGHT CLUB PLAN B LOUNGEЧетиризвездният луксозен хотел Космополитан е 
разположен в центъра на град Русе, “Малката Виена”, и само 
на 80 км от международното летище в Букурещ. Всичките 
58 луксозни стаи и апартаменти съчетават уют и иновативен 
дизайн. На Ваше разположение са четири специализирани 
зали, оборудвани с най-новите и модерни технологии, 
Уелнес център, външен панорамен сезоннооткрит басейн, 
фитнес център, ресторант и зимна-лятна градина с отварящ 
се покрив. За любителите на нощния живот хотелът 
разполага със заведение План Б.

The four-star luxurious Cosmopolitan Hotel is located in the 
centre of the city of Ruse. the Little Vienna and only 80 km from 
the international airport in Bucharest. All the 58 luxurious rooms 
and apartments combine coziness and innovative design. We 
also offer you four specialized halls equipped with cutting-edge 
technology, a Wellness centre, an outside panorama seasonal 
swimming pool, a fitness centre, a restaurant and a winter and 
summer garden with a removable roof. For those who love the 
night life, the hotel has a bar called Plan B.

+359 888 185 100, +359 884 200 887, MARKETING@TINATOURS.NET

Тина Турс организира културни, СПА, винени и Юнеско турове в страната, както и комбинирани турове в 
България и други съседни европейски страни. Разполага с две пристанищни места в град Русе и извършва 
пристанищни услуги по обслужване на пътници, понтонни услуги, за които се изисква ползване на пристанищна 
територия и/ или пристанищни съоръжения и съпътстващи дейности. 
Tina Tours organizes cultural, SPA, wine and UNESCO tours in the country as well as combined tours in Bulgaria and 
other neighbouring European countries. It has two port locations in the city of Ruse and offers port services related to 
the servicing of passengers, pontoon services for which the use of port territory and/or port facilities is required and 
accompanying activities. 

БЪЛГАРИЯ, РУСЕ, УЛ. ДОБРИ НЕМИРОВ 1-3
RUSE, BULGARIA,  1-3 DOBRI NEMIROV STR.

Cosmopolitan Wellness and Spa
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